Direction
of
current
In upstream travel, by
holding the canoe in position
at an angle to the current,
the current will effectively
move the canoe across the
river.

Efficient downstream navigation of moving
water utilizes the canoeing principle of
“ferrying,” whereby a canoe is held in place at
a slight angle to the current, and the action
of the water moves the canoe laterally. The
pole, firmly planted on the river bottom, also
enables the poler to move upstream through
rapidly-moving water, utlilizing the same
principles of ferrying (with some brute force
thrown in).
An effective pole may be made from a clear,
knot-free lenghth of ordinary 2x framing
lumber, shaped with either a table saw or
router or planes.

In upstream travel, the poler stands oblique to the side on which he or she is poling, with the feet equally straddling
the center of the canoe. Forward thrusts with the pole are made parallel with the direction of travel, and may be
angled behind the canoe to facilitate a turn.

When travelling downstream, the poler’s position is similar to that for upstream travel, although the location in the
canoe will vary. Snubs with the pole against the river bottom enable the poler to stop the canoe and travel with a
high degree of control.

A 5” length of 1” diameter
schedule 40 pipe makes an
effective shoe. Affix the
shoe with 2 countersunk
screws.

While moving the canoe
downstream, by
stopping forward
motion with a series of
snubs, the current will
swing the canoe into
position for the next
drop.

11’-6” is a good overall length for a pole

During the low-water days of mid- to late-summer, canoeists can turn to the setting pole
to navigate the shallows. A pole wil also allow canoeists to travel upstream against the
current, something that is extremely difficult with a paddle. A properly-weilded pole affords
the canoeist a high degree of control over the canoe’s motion.

The pole may be
tapered slightly,
from the end
width of 1-1/2”
to approximately 1-1/8”,
depending upon
the user’s
preference.

Leaving the bottom 4 feet octagonal will stiffen the pole in
strong current

p o l i n g
a
c a n o e

A lag bolt driven in to the end of the pole
will add weight and help grip the river
bottom

Trimming for Poling
The canoe is trimmed with the downstream end fairly heavy. This allows the poler to move the lighter upstream end, then hold the canoe
in place with the pole while the current swings the canoe into position. The trim can be adjusted by shifting packs around in the canoe.

When travelling upstream, the poler stands toward the rear of n the canoe, to allow
the bow to rise free from the water. In an empty canoe, the poler would stand just
behind the center thwart to achieve the desired trim.

When travelling downstream, the poler stands slightly foward in the canoe, to allow
the stern to rise free from the water. In an empty canoe, the poler may in fact be
standing at or in front of the center thwart to achieve the desired trim.

The ideal angle for the pole is typically within an arc of 30 to 45 degrees from the
horizontal.

A waterline on the canoe facilitates adjusting the trim
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